Abstract: There has been recent epistemological interest as to whether knowledge is “transmitted” by testimony from the testifier to the hearer, where a hearer acquires knowledge “second-hand.” Yet there is a related area in epistemology of testimony which raises a distinct epistemological problem: the relation of understanding to testimony. In what follows, I am interested in one facet of this relation: whether/how a hearer can receive testimonial knowledge without fully understanding the content of the testimony? I use Thomas Aquinas to motivate a case where, in principle, the content of received testimony cannot be understood but nevertheless constitutes knowledge. Aquinas not only argues that we can receive testimonial knowledge without understanding the content of that testimony, but that we have duties to do so in certain cases.

There has been recent epistemological interest as to whether knowledge is “transmitted” by testimony from the testifier to the hearer, where a hearer acquires knowledge “second-hand.” Yet there is a related area in epistemology of testimony which raises a distinct problem: the relation of understanding to testimony. In what follows, I am interested in one facet of this relation: whether/how a hearer can receive testimonial knowledge without fully understanding the content of the testimony? I use Thomas Aquinas to motivate a case where, in principle, the content of received testimony cannot be understood but nevertheless constitutes knowledge. Aquinas not only argues that we can receive testimonial knowledge without understanding the content of that testimony, but that we have duties to do so in certain cases.

As Aquinas conceives of it, revelation provides a case in principle where the content of God’s testimony is ultimately incomprehensible to human beings. For Aquinas, there are many dogmatic propositions which could only be known by revelation, such as Trinitarian dogma that one God exists in three Persons, because knowing these require knowing the divine nature “directly.” I will call this subclass “properly revealed truths” (PRTs). Human beings have no epistemic access to the
divine nature and so could neither be able to discover by any a priori reasoning nor empirical investigation that God is a Trinity. Thus, for Aquinas, any knowledge we could have of PRTs in this life can only be testimonial knowledge because PRTs concern truths which only God, or someone in a similar epistemic position, could know first-hand. Faith is, consequently, a virtue where one trusts God’s testimony about Himself. This epistemic dependence is necessary for coming to understand God, which in turn permits human beings to come to love and be united with God in heaven.

PRTs are fundamentally incomprehensible because they are truths about God’s incomprehensible personal nature. Aquinas claims we do not know in this life what God is and that even revealed knowledge only unites us to God “as to one unknown.” What understanding must the believer have in order to properly “receive testimony” from God in this case? Aquinas shows, I will argue, that we can justifiably suspend some kinds of understanding and yet acquire testimonial knowledge. This is similar to cases where we might need to suspend understanding to receive testimonial knowledge from experts. I will conclude by noting that this makes plausible how we have an epistemic obligation to believe God, given that we can be culpable for failing to rely on expert testimony. Thus, the case of revealed knowledge and divine testimony illustrates how someone can acquire testimonial knowledge, and in fact might have epistemic obligations to do so, even in cases where the content of the testimony is not understood by the hearer.

I. Divinizing Faith

First, we need to review some preliminary epistemological considerations about faith and its justification. Faith (fides) for Aquinas is a cognitive virtue primarily concerning PRTs, rather than belief about God’s existence. This is because of the way knowledge functions in salvation. On Aquinas’s theory of action, the will desires and chooses ends/means for action, but what the will can choose or desire is “specified” by the intellect. Salvation is one such end, and it consists in consummate, final union with God. This union happens progressively, beginning in this life by developing friendship with God. Friendship with God is directly grounded upon a habitual desire or choice: caritas or love. But love of God, as an act of the will, presupposes some kind of knowledge of God in order for the will to be directed toward Him in desire or choice. Sherwin states it succinctly: “Since communion with God in the good is a prerequisite for friendship with him, unless we believe that such a communion is possible . . . we will never develop a friendship with him. God might indeed love us, wish us good and do good for us, but unless he makes this known to us, we will not become his friends.” We need to have some knowledge of God that would make our acts of choice and desire appropriate: to direct our desires toward God rather than some other object.

Aquinas thinks God is naturally discoverable as First Cause, but that this natural knowledge is inherently limited because of our cognitive capacities. Natural knowledge is indirect knowledge of God as the cause of the universe. This limits how we could desire God: we could desire Him only insofar as He is naturally dis-
coverable as cause, but not as a friend.\textsuperscript{11} To illustrate Aquinas’s point, we can only abstractly desire friendship with “the person who mows my neighbor’s lawn”; but we can concretely be friends with Steve, whom I know personally and who in fact mows the lawn. Friendship with God is intended by Christianity to be personal, not merely abstract, uniting our cognitive and affective powers to share in His own willing and knowing.\textsuperscript{12} So an analogously similar personal knowledge of God is what Aquinas claims is required for our coming into union with God.\textsuperscript{13} The virtue of faith is that by which we acquire personal knowledge of God, because we believe PRTs, which are the same truths which God knows about Himself.\textsuperscript{14} Faith is, on Aquinas’s picture, internally related to salvation: personal knowledge of God in PRTs is the same knowledge that will be perfectly understood in heaven (the Beatific Vision) and which will then constitute perfect happiness.\textsuperscript{15}

This personal knowledge of God would need to be revealed knowledge because, given Aquinas’s theory of knowledge, we could only naturally arrive at knowledge of God as cause, not as He is personally. We acquire personal knowledge of God, Aquinas thinks, because God has chosen to tell us about Himself so as to allow us to enter into relationship with Him. Faith is the cognitive virtue of appropriately trusting God in order to receive testimonial knowledge from Him (PRTs) and makes possible our relating to Him in a personal way.

II. Justifying Faith

If faith is a cognitive virtue by which we acquire testimonial knowledge from God, we appear to run into a problem. Aquinas claims no one, in this life, has direct epistemic access to God. God is not a material object which we could empirically investigate with our senses\textsuperscript{16} or a possible object of a priori reasoning (in the broad Aristotelian sense of what is per se nota and accessible to us).\textsuperscript{17} There is no personal knowledge of God apart from and prior to faith, although we can have some indirect knowledge of Him through our natural powers of reasoning.\textsuperscript{18} Aquinas believes we can come to infer certain truths about God’s nature from study of the physical universe (this enterprise is “natural theology”), but this is only inference from God’s effects rather than direct access to His personal being or essence.\textsuperscript{19} But, if we believe God, we would need to know Him in some fairly definite personal way in order to have faith in Him. We can think of this difficulty as a vicious circle. Why should a convert think this particular set of propositions was revealed by God? What are actually received by a potential convert are truths asserted to be revealed by God, whether in Scripture, some creedal statement, or a particular sermon by a preacher. Every convert would need knowledge of God to decide whether some proposition was truly revealed by Him. We need PRTs to know God’s nature, but believing PRTs with justification seems to require evidence. Because PRTs are truths about God’s nature, the only possible evidence for their truth would be evidence pertaining to God’s nature.

The circle is one that raises the question of the epistemic justification for acts of faith. Natural theology would only function as an indirect limit on testimony. We could reject certain messages as clearly being neither about God nor from Him.
if they conflicted with what we concluded in natural theology. But we would not have positive knowledge by which to confirm PRTs because we have no access to what God is. Consequently, natural theology could not justify assent to PRTs. Aquinas further thinks faith requires one not only to believe in the right content (PRTs), but also to believe with the right attitude: that attitude is something akin to “trust” in God.\(^20\)

Aquinas requires something like “trust” as an essential aspect of faith because faith is testimonial knowledge. By contrast, for example, he thinks assent to PRTs from inference, rather than trust, is the case for demons. Demons have better cognitive powers than humans and can know when true miracles are performed. Because they know when someone is acting as God’s messenger, and that God cannot lie, they are rationally compelled to believe whatever is revealed. However, the belief of demons is not faith, because they do not believe God.\(^21\) The problem in the case of demons is that they do not have this trust in the testifier (God). It is as if the demons heard revealed truths addressed to someone else and made an inferential judgment. In other words, they come to belief in the truth of PRTs in a deviant manner. The demons do not accept the testimony on God’s “say-so,” but because of some inference.\(^22\)

One should note that, as a consequence of Aquinas’s denial that anything less than trust in God Himself could suffice for faith, the believer is not receiving testimonial knowledge from some other human being. It is unimportant to Aquinas’s theory whether a believer were to receive the content of revealed testimony to PRTs in person from Jesus Christ, or in a prophetic vision, or in written Scripture or the preaching of a missionary; all of these are means by which God’s testimonial knowledge is transmitted to us.\(^23\) All of this does not substantially alter the fact that the believer is held to acquire knowledge second-hand from God, as she comes to believe in PRTs because God asserts them to her and not because she knows them first-hand.

### III. Understanding Faith

#### III.1. Understanding

There is no consensus in contemporary epistemology on what “understanding” consists in, and often the term is used to refer to “systematic knowledge.”\(^24\) Aquinas employs a technical terminology inherited from Aristotle who distinguishes two cognitive virtues which have a connection to “understanding”: scientia (“scientific knowledge”) and intellectus (“understanding”). We can distinguish these virtues in terms of their characteristic cognitive operations: scientia involves relating one’s knowledge in a coherent whole, drawing inferential conclusions well in a given area of inquiry, whereas intellectus involves grasping essences or fundamental principles of reasoning.\(^25\) Understanding is epistemically prior to other cognition because it provides the content for other acts and is a form of “intellectual perception.”\(^26\) This is illustrated in the process of coming to assent to a conclusion, which happens either because understanding the object itself would make the conclusion necessary (e.g., a necessary truth), or because one already has understanding of other objects.
that would permit a deductive inference to the conclusion. For example, an understanding of “human beings” involves knowledge that humans are mortal, and so would epistemically ground my knowledge of the truth of the proposition that “all humans are mortal.” This in turn allows the drawing of inferences from that truth (e.g., Socrates, as a man, must be mortal). Understanding is therefore called the “light” of the intellect by Aquinas, and some form of understanding is the epistemic ground of any reasoning.

For these reasons, we might think of intellectus as “objectual understanding” of individual persons, things, or abstract entities (e.g., terms in a proposition). Understanding would then not be merely knowledge that a proposition about an object is true. Instead, we might characterize a “grasp” of the object of understanding as knowing its intrinsic properties, relations to other things, and so forth. “Understanding” is then, for my purposes, a kind of knowledge how, knowing what it means for some proposition to be true because one knows the essential nature of the terms or referents of the proposition. By contrast, “scientific knowledge” would be knowledge that something is true in light of relating one epistemic object or proposition to what is more fundamental.

There are two kinds of understanding that testimony will require: understanding the speaker’s trustworthiness and the content of the testimony. Understanding a speaker’s trustworthiness is less relevant to our purposes here, and it involves weighty questions of the justification of acts of faith, so I will only offer a brief précis before turning to the content of PRTs. Aquinas is clear that not only is the consent to God’s testimony beyond our abilities, but also the right intellectual perception of the grounds for that consent needs to be effected by grace. Aquinas says that faith has as its “formal object” (i.e., the aspect under which we assent to what is revealed) God as “the First Truth.” I read Aquinas as holding that this infused understanding therefore has as its content that the revealer of PRTs, namely God, is epistemically placed to know and testify to the truth of PRTs. I cannot justify this picture here and, without getting further into the phenomenological mechanics of how this happens, the overall picture I am painting is that Aquinas conceives of faith along the same lines as ordinary testimony. In the case of faith, however, the perception of a speaker’s epistemological placement is given by grace (unlike perception of another human speaker’s trustworthiness, for example).

III.2. Understanding the Content of PRTs

It is intuitive that a hearer has to understand the content of testimony in some minimal way to acquire testimonial knowledge. As we saw, this poses not a little problem for Aquinas, as the content of PRTs are truths epistemically inaccessible if God were not to reveal them. I will show, first, how Aquinas thinks our natural knowledge of God is possible, although not knowledge of God’s essence. Second, I will show that Aquinas thinks there can be a special case of knowledge by testimony, such that knowledge is transmitted to a hearer but where that knowledge involves a “suspension” of understanding. Finally, I will consider what implications this has for epistemology of testimony more generally.
For Aquinas, our knowledge of God is premised on our ability to understand His causal relation to the universe—this is the knowledge derived in “natural theology.”

We can understand God as the unique “First Cause” of all things, and as consequently being of a certain nature: immaterial, all powerful, intelligent, ontologically simple, etc. (the derivation of these properties is complicated, but Aquinas thinks we can derive them). These descriptions are not merely metaphorical, or merely negative, but true, although deficient, descriptions of God: “every creature represents Him and is like Him, insofar as it has some perfection; yet it does not represent Him as something of the same species or genus, but as an excelling principle, of whose form the effect is not adequate, but of which some similarity follows.”

So while God cannot be understood in His essential nature in this life, He is “known by us from creatures, according as He is their principle.” In other words, we have inferentially-derived knowledge of how God relates to the universe and, on this basis, can infer that God must have certain abilities or properties. It is, as it were, indirect essential knowledge of what God must be.

Aquinas makes a distinction that, in some cases, what is signified directly by our concept (res significata) can be literally true of God because the meaning of certain terms is not such as to be inherently only finite or limited. “Being” is a chief example, as Aquinas thinks we can say God exists non-metaphorically in large part because the term “being” signifies no definite kind of thing. Aquinas concedes that our use of terms, even in these cases, will nevertheless be inadequate to understand God insofar as the way in which we conceive these terms (modus significandi) is such that how we understand these concepts is always limited. So, on one hand, these terms will be literally or properly true of God, more so than of creatures.

But, on the other hand, we will never in this life understand how these terms are true of Him, because we do not understand the thing signified in the way it would be exemplified by God (e.g., how God exists or is wise). Consequently, while our knowledge of God is indirect in this life, some indirectly derived terms (like “being”) can be used to form propositions which are not only metaphorically but literally true descriptions of God’s essence. Thus we do not have essential understanding of God, meaning direct epistemic access to His essence, but we do have indirect understanding of God in terms of His effects or actions.

However, Aquinas also thinks we can transcend the ordinary senses of the terms we use. Our natural knowledge that God is the cause of all being in the universe also involves recognition that He is utterly distinct from entities in the universe. This recognition of God’s uniqueness is what makes possible the recognition of the deficiency in our ordinary language and concepts, and hence permits us to make true statements about Him. We understand that God is not something of which we have experience and that our terms are derived from finite things, and we can adjust our language correspondingly (this is what Aquinas calls “analogical” predication).

For example, Aquinas thinks we recognize we would have to refer to God by both abstract (e.g., “Truth”) and concrete terms because we can infer that God is both Truth itself and a concrete entity. As human language does not naturally have any term that could indicate both together, Aquinas thinks, we use both terms together.
to try to remedy the deficiencies in our language (e.g., Truth Himself subsisting as a concrete entity). It is when we recognize the deficiency and form a proposition by an act of judgment that we can predicate our names of God truly and properly. We might compare this to how we describe fundamental forces or particles in physics, of which we have no direct experience. We can come up with descriptions of what such things are or what they are like, or we can use language in new ways to describe objects of which we have no sense experience, or even those of which we might never be able to encounter (e.g., “dark matter”). There are epistemic limits to our knowledge of God, but it is our ability to recognize our epistemic limits that allows us to speak truly of Him. We can know that we do not know Him as He is.

PRTs are also constrained by these epistemic limits. Aquinas notes that the terms used in revealed propositions still remain human terms; the Trinitarian terms “Father” and “Son” are derived from familial relations, for example. But revealed propositions are unique in a different facet. The acts of judgment by which these propositions were formed were not human acts of judgment. Instead, revealed propositions depend for their truth on the judgments which God made in selecting and combining our human terms to describe Himself. Jacques Maritain called this “superanalogy,” as opposed to the ordinary “analogical” way we speak of God. Instead of being expressions of judgments derived from our natural knowledge of God (reasoning from His effects), PRTs are expressions of God’s own judgments about Himself.

While it might seem as if the content of PRTs would remain beyond our grasp in their full signification—how they apply to God—we do seem to be able to understand something about them. We can understand the terms and analogies God uses in Scripture and can thereby come to understand meaningful truths about Him. The problem in understanding PRTs is instead that they are “too meaningful”; it is impossible for us to understand fully what it is like for them to be true of God. Because the believer, however, knows that God does know the full meaning of PRTs, Aquinas argues that the believer can suspend their understanding of the content of PRTs and nevertheless acquire knowledge. Aquinas thinks it is precisely this kind of suspension of understanding that necessarily occurs in faith: “when someone is taught by a teacher, it is required that the conceptions of principles are received from the teacher not as intelligible in themselves, but in the mode of credulity [i.e., as testimonial knowledge], as being above one’s own capacity [to understand].” This seems parallel to the way the hearer can have justified belief in testimony despite not knowing the testifier’s justifications for their assertion. In the case of the content of testimony, the hearer understands some basic meaning of the terms used by the testifier and that those propositions are proposed meaningfully by an expert, but does not know the full implication of the truths that are transmitted—she does not yet have “objectual understanding” of the referents of the terms used.

This “teleological suspension” of understanding is not mysterious. Confronted with expert testimony, we can and often do suspend first-hand objectual understanding and accept that the expert understands better than we do. It is this suspension that facilitates coming to first-hand understanding, e.g., if we are taking the expert
as our teacher. Such epistemic dependence is quite normal, as we depend upon teachers and experts in many situations in order to acquire epistemic goods. The epistemic dependence of faith, for Aquinas, similarly exists in order for the believer to acquire epistemic goods: namely, that by accepting PRTs via testimonial knowledge in this life, we can come to perfectly understand them in the Beatific Vision. Faith is therefore “the beginning of eternal life in us.” Those PRTs we accept about God here on earth are the same that lead us to understand Him perfectly in heaven. But this fulfilled understanding is not entirely delayed; assent to PRTs makes possible epistemic goods attainable in this life, such as theological or mystical understanding of God.

IV. Conclusion

Thomas Aquinas’s analysis of faith highlights some ways in which understanding plays a critical role in testimonial knowledge. Every receiver will need to trust that the testifier has knowledge, justification for their beliefs, and so the receiver will in any standard case of testimonial trust lack understanding of those justifications themselves. One accepts testimonial knowledge because of some further good to be gained, whether practically or epistemically, by trusting the testifier. In epistemic dependence on experts, a lack of understanding is acceptable within certain bounds. We can suspend understanding of the justification that a testifier possesses if we understand that they are trustworthy (competent and sincere in asserting $p$) and we can suspend understanding of the content of testimony if we understand the basic meaning of the terms used and that the testifier is using these terms meaningfully to convey expert testimony. These “teleological suspensions” of understanding are epistemically valuable in the case of testimonial knowledge. We could not come to understand from experts if we did not depend on their understanding in this way.

In fact, this account makes clear how such epistemic dependence in faith might be morally and epistemically mandatory. Whereas coming to accept some belief by sheer force of will is generally thought impossible, it does not seem as counter-intuitive to think that we can voluntarily choose not to believe a certain testifier. But there are cases where such lack of trust seems blameworthy. It would be epistemically foolish, for instance, to reject the consensus of the scientific community and instead opt to believe in pseudo-science. To offer, as an excuse, that one has not come to independent confirmation of Western medicine or the unreliability of astrology involves, on Aquinas’s picture, a mistake of looking for the wrong kind of testimonial understanding.

This is why Aquinas holds that a choice not to trust in God’s testimony is the greatest of sins: unbelief leads us to be completely disconnected from ultimate truth and unable to will any moral goods effectively. Rejecting God’s testimony is to reject the testimony of the expert knower par excellence, and so supremely epistemically irresponsible. Similarly, in the natural case, humans inhabit an epistemic community alongside experts. Human experts are obviously not supremely trustworthy, as God would be. Nevertheless, Aquinas’s account seems plausible in these natural cases as
well. We can have obligations of deference to experts, even when we do not fully understand their justifications.
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